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AMIRA Camera Sets

AMIRA Camera Set: K0.0001090
Features include HD 1080i & 1080p recording at 0.75 - 100 fps to QuickTime ProRes 422 LT or 422 files with Rec 709 or Log C encoding; 3 Looks with image parameters for knee, gamma, saturation & other adjustable in the camera, focus and exposure control tools; Intervalometer; Multicam interface; 516 lens mode.

AMIRA Camera Set with Advanced License: K0.0001091
Advanced license key provides HD 1080i & 1080p recording at 0.75 - 200 fps to QuickTime ProRes 422 LT, 422, or 422 HQ files with Rec 709 or Log C encoding; Complete CDL and video look functions; import looks without 3D LUT; focus and exposure control tools; dynamic auto tracking white balance; remote control; Bluetooth audio monitoring; Features additional to basic AMIRA set: 100 - 200 fps recording, ProRes 422 HQ codec; Log C encoding; more look functions including import/export and ASC CDL in-camera grading; dynamic auto tracking white balance; remote control; Bluetooth audio monitoring; pre-recording function.

AMIRA Camera Set with Premium License - All Included: K0.0014798
Premium license key provides HD 1080i & 1080p or 2K (2048 x 1152) recording at 0.75 - 200 fps to QuickTime ProRes 422 LT, 422, 422 HQ, or 4444 files with Rec 709 or Log C encoding; Complete CDL and video look functions; import looks with or without custom 3D LUT; focus and exposure control tools; dynamic auto tracking white balance; remote control; Bluetooth audio monitoring; Pre-recording function; Intervalometer; Multicam interface; 516 lens mode. Features additional to Advanced AMIRA set: 2K (2048 x 1152) recording to ProRes 4444 codec, Support for Looks including a custom 3D LUT. Includes new: 10.0014641 1x AMIRA Look Library License 10.0003723 1x AMIRA UHD License Key K2.75004.0 1x AMIRA Viewfinder MVF-1 K1.71700.0 1x AMIRA camera body, camera handle, viewfinder mount, viewfinder cables, USB stick

Note: CFast 2.0 cards, lens mount, battery adapter and camera base mount are not included need to be ordered seperately or as part of an accessories bundle and/or lens mount bundle.

available in the ARRI license shop: 10.0003723 - 4K UHD support

AMIRA Power Option

Gold Mount Battery Adapter, K2.75001.0
V-lock battery Adapter, K2.75002.0
Ambient Power slot for AMIRA (for Gold Mount AB batteries) K2.0008765
Ambient Power slot for AMIRA (for V-lock batteries) K2.0008763
ARRI Power Supply Light 24V, K2.0034483

AMIRA Lens Mounts

ARRI LPL Mount ALEXA Mini/AMIRA K2.0018983
ARRI PL to LPL Adapter K2.0016936
Titanium PL LDS mount with LBUS connector, K2.0003216 LBUS connector not working on Amira

PL LDS Lens Mount K2.001107
B4 Lens Mount K2.001237
EF Lens Mount K2.001113
PL to B4 Lens Adapter K2.0003230

AMIRA Cables

AMIRA Power Cable Straight KC-50 (2m, 6.6 feet), K2.750070
AMIRA Power Cable Coiled, K2.001275
AMIRA Viewfinder Cable Short (0.5m, 1.64 feet), K2.0007750
AMIRA Viewfinder Cable Medium (1m, 3.28 feet), K2.0007751
AMIRA Viewfinder Cable Long (3m, 9.84 feet), K2.0009093
AMIRA 12/20pin Hirose ENG Lens Cable Short (0.25m, 0.8 feet), K2.001268
AMIRA Audio XLR Cable 5pin Male to 5pin Female Short (0.4m, 1.3 feet), K2.0012629
5pin Male to 3pin Female Short (0.4m, 1.3 feet), K2.001270
5pin Male to 3pin Female Short (0.4m, 1.3 feet), K2.0012711

AMIRA Electronic Accessories

Camera Control Panel CCP-1 for ALEXA Mini, K2.00010196 (cable set and L-bracket incl)

General Purpose IO Box GPB-1, K2.0077642 (cable K2.0007733 incl)

AMIRA Onboard IEEE-1394 (4Pin) Quick Release Plate, ORP-1, K2.0001240 1x AMIRA Camera Bag

AMIRA Accessory Bundles

Accessory Bundle 1: K0.0001244
Includes:
K2.75000.0 1x Wedge Plate Adapter WPA-1
K2.0000945 1x CFast 2.0 Card 256 GB
K2.0001242 1x CFast 2.0 Card Reader (USB-3) K2.75006.0 1x Microphone Holder Bracket MKHB-2
K2.0001223 1x Shoulder Belt Adapters, SBA-1 K2.0001240 1x AMIRA Camera Bag

Accessory Bundle 2: K0.0001245
Includes:
K2.75000.0 1x Wedge Plate Adapter WPA-1
K2.0000945 1x CFast 2.0 Card 256 GB
K2.0001242 1x CFast 2.0 Card Reader (USB-3) K2.75006.0 1x Microphone Holder Bracket MKHB-2
K2.0001223 1x Shoulder Belt Adapters, SBA-1 K2.0001223 1x Universal Adapter Plate UAP-2 K2.72007.0 1x Center Camera Handle (CCH-1)
K2.0001222 1x Viewfinder Attachment Bracket VAB-1 K2.0001239 1x AMIRA Camera Case

Accessory Bundle 3: K0.0001246
Includes:
K2.75000.0 1x Wedge Plate Adapter WPA-1
K2.75006.0 1x Bridge Plate Adapter BPA-3 K2.0006495 3x CFast 2.0 Card 256 GB
K2.0001242 1x CFast 2.0 Card Reader (USB-3) K2.75006.0 1x Microphone Holder Bracket MKHB-2 K2.0001223 1x Universal Adapter Plate UAP-2 K2.0001239 1x AMIRA Camera Bag

Lens Mount Bundle: K0.0001247
Includes:
K2.001103 1x EF lens mount K2.001237 1x B4 Lens Mount K2.0001107 1x PL LDS Lens Mount